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Abstract 

In th e prev10us paper, [ 5 J, we studied that the 1 inks of genus O were se If # -or se If 

pass-equivalent to trivial links under some conditions. 

In this paper, we study that two homotopic links of genus Oare self# -or self 

pass-equivalent under what kinds of conditions. 
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2 Tetsuo SHIBUYA 

1 Introduction. 

In the previous paper, [5], we studied that the links of genus O were self�- or self 
pass-equivalent to trivial links under some conditions. The definitions of self�
and self pass-equivalence of links, see [3 ],[5],[6]. 

In this paper, we stu<iy that two homotopic links of genus O are self廿—or self 
pass-equivalent under what kind of conditions. 

We deal the self�- and self pass-equivalence for homotopic links as the bound
aries of surfaces of genus O in section 2 and we do for links as the boundaries of 
mutually disjoint annuli and prove Theorems 2.3, 2.5 and 3.1 respectively. 

As applications of these theorems, we attempt the classifications of 2-, 3- and 
4-component homotopic links of genus O and show Corollaries 2.6 and 3.4.

2 General case: Links as the boundaries of sur

faces of genus 0. 

An n -component link f =柘U .. . U k11 in R3 is said to be proper if the linking 
number, denoted by Link(k1, f -k、i)(=�j-/=-i Dink(kぃ朽）），is even for each·i. (= 

1, . .. , n ). Especially f is said to be p·urely proper if Link(k.i, 朽） is even for 1�i # 
j�n、. If f. is proper, the Arf invariant, [ 4 ], of f, denoted by叫），is well-defined 
and so the reduced Arf invariant, denoted by q;(f.)(三'P(f)- <I>(f) mod 2 )  off is 
also defined, where <I> (£) means江�1'P(k.i)mod 2. 

For two links f (C R汀O ]):f'(c R門1]), R and f.'are said to be related if there 
is a. locally flat non-singular orientable surface F of genus O in R門0,1) with 
FnR汀O ] = f and F n R、

3[1]= -f'. 

Lemma 2.1 ([4 ] ). Two links f and f'are proper and related, then、'P(f)='P(f') 

For n -component links L, L', suppose that L and L'are homotopic, namely 
there is a homotopy h 1 of R3 x [O, 1] such that h0 (L) = L and h 1 (L) = L'. For a 
sublink£ of L, £'(= h1(£)) is called the sublink of L'corresponding to£ ( with 
respect to hか

The following is valid to the classification by self�-move and self pass-move 
of homotopic links. 

Lemma 2.2([6]). Let L and L'be homotopic links. T hen the follo'U九ng (1) 
and (2) hold. 

(1) L and L'are self rt-equivalent if and only if q;(£) = q;(£') for an; リpai、r of 
sublinks£ of L and£'of L'corresponding to£which are proper. 

(2) L and L'are self pass-equivalent if and only if'P(£) ='P(£') for any pair 
of sublin捻£ ofL and£'of L'corresponding to£ 、which <lT'e proper 
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On Local Moves for Links of Genus Zero, II 3

Theorem 2.3. Let F =凡U…U Fn , F'= F{ U ... U F�be unions of m:utually 
disjoint orientable s肛faces of genus O with a F; =丸oU…U k.;m; and a Ff =
糾。U ... Uk五 andlet € = 8F, L = k10 U ... U kno and f.'=ば', L'= kio U…Uk畑．

Suppose that I!,£'are homotopic and that L'is corresponding to L. If 
P. is purely proper and £- L, £'- L'are self ti-equがvalent, then f and I!'are self
ti-equivalent . Jvloreover if r_p(位） = r_p(見） for each、'i = 1, ... ,n,_j = 1, ... ,m .. ;, then 
I! and I!'are self pass-equivalent. 

Proof . Since I! and f_' are homotopic and R is purely proper, £' is also purely 
proper and so, for any sub links of I!,£', the Arf invariants of these links are defined. 

To prove that£ and£', which are homotopic, are self ti- equivalent, it is sufficient 
to do that, for any sublinks f!r of I! with r-component and巳of f_'corresponding 
to fr , 0(/\) =亭） by Lemma 2.2(1). 

If£7、 is contained in f. - L, 巳is also contained in f'- L'and so f_r and£�. are self 
ti-equivalent, because f. - L and£'- L'are self ti- equivalent. Hence rp(い= rp(Rり
by Lemma 2.2(1). 

Therefore we assume that f.r is not contained in I! - L, namely there are some 
distinct integers i.1, ... ,'i

p 
such that£r =位oU ... U ki

p
O U (€r - L). To simplify the 

proof, we may assume that'i·= 1 j for j = 1, ... ,p. Let us denoteい（は� l apふi!r n

(U7=p+ l EJF;) and (f -€r ) n (Uf.=1 EJF;) by Rr,o, fr,l and£ respectively. Since g(F), 
genus of冗is 0, fr (= Rr,O U い） and£U い (C P.. - L) are related and proper, 
叫r )=r_p(£U い） by Lemma 2.1. 

Therefore, for a link Rr of f., 

＼る (1!1言）＝ゃ(i\) - <I> (£7、) =4っ(£Uf.r,1) - <I>(f.r ) 三 0(£U£r,1)+<I>(£U£r,1) 一 <I>(£7ヽ）＝
0(£U Rr,1) + <I>(£)+ <I>(fr,o) 三 0(£U £r,1)+ <I>(Uf=1 8Fi) ( mod 2). 

As g(F;) = 0, 鯰is related to訊ー丸。and so r_p(丸o) -= r_p(訊ー丸0) by Lemma 
2.1. Hence, 

的Fi.) 三(() (丸o)+ <l?(8F; ―丸o) =叫F;-k-;o) + <l?(訊 ー丸o) 三

( mod 2). 
rp(8F; -k,;o) 

Therefore we obtain that 

rp(Pr ) 三 rp(£uPr,1) +�f= l rp(oF;. -k.w) ( mod 2). 

By the same discussion as above, we obtain that 

亭）三(p(L'U応）＋こf=l (p(oFf -k:o) ( mod 2), 

where£'and£�,1 are the sublinks of£'corresponding to L and Rr,1 respectively. 
Since both£U fr,1 and o F; ―丸。are contained in f-L and both£'U f�.,1 and 

訊＇ー糾。are contained in f'- L', L U Rr,1 and 訊 ー 丸。a.re self ct-equivalent 
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4 Tetsuo SHIBUYA 

to [,'u R' and BF[ - k' respectively. Hence cp(£ U R )  = cp(£'U化） and 
r-,1 i.O -r,l 

叩(8F1. - k 、w) =叩(8Ff - k詞） for each i by Lemma 2.2(1) and so we obtain that 
訊） = cp(€�). Therefore£ and£'are self U -equivalent by Lemma 2.2(1). 

Moreover if <p (k.;j) = <p (鯰） for each i = 1, …, n,j = 1, ... , m,1., then <I>(8F; -
kio) = <I>(aF: - k⑯) . Furthermore as£ and f'are self tt-eqmvalent, 

<p(k.;o) = <p(8F; - k.;o)三叩(8F; - k.;0) + <I> (8 F; - kw)三叩(8Ff- k⑯) + <I>(aF: -

協）三<p(k:詞） (mod 2). 

Therefore we obtain that <pし）＝叫�) and so f and f'are self pass-equivalent 
by Lemma 2.2(2). 

Remark 2.4. In Theorem 2.3, the condition "purely proper" is essential. For 
example, although the links illustrated in Fig. 6 in [5] satisfy the other conditions 
except "purely proper" of Theorem 2.3, they are not self U-equivalent. 

Theorem 2.5. Let R = k1 U ... U k11, £'= k�U ... U k;1 be n -component links 

of genus 0 、which are homotopic. 
ff <I>(£) = <I>(£') and, for any (n、- 2) -component s·ubl砥S f.11ー 2 of f. and R.�_2 

of f'car-responding to R.n-2, R.nー 2 and R.� 
ー 2 are self U -equivalent, then R. and R.' are 

self ij-eq'llがvalent.
Moreover i.f <p(k.;) = <p(k.D for each i. = l, ... ,n, then f. and f.' are self pass-

equivalent. 

Proof. Since g(€) = O, f. is related to a trivial knot. Hence if f is proper, 
叫=O by Lemma 2.1 and so cp (R.) = <I> (R). For an (n - 1)-component link R.n-1, 
say for example €11ー 1 =朽U... U kn, €11ー1 is related to k1 . Hence if£11_1 1s proper: 
叫n-i) = <p(k1) and so cp(R.11 -1 ) = <I>(£). If R (or R11ー1 ) is proper, f'(resp. f. い）
is also proper and the reduced Arf invariant of f (resp. f.11-1) coincides with that 
of £'(resp. P,�_1) by the assumption. Hence we obtain that R and£'are self tt 
-equivalent by Lemma 2.2(1).

， Moreover ifゃ（丸） = <p(料） for each -i, we obtain thatゃ化） = <p(fr) for any 
sublinks P.r of£and£�of R'corresponding to fr which are proper. Hence P. and R' 
are self pass-equivalent by Lemma 2.2(2). 

Corollary 2.6. Let R and f'be those of Theorem. 2.5. 
(1) Let R be a 2- or :3-component link. Then、 f. and f.' are se(f rt-equivalent if

and only if <I>(f.) = <I>(f')• 
(2) Let f be a 4-component link. Suppose that } .for·2-component s'ILblinks むof

P and的off.'corr·esponding toら，
(a.) each£2 is not proper (i.e., the linking n:urnber of each'2-component link of 

f. is odd) 。r that 
(b) cp(伍） = cp(灼） for each 伍which is proper.
Then£ and P.' are self tt -eq'Uivalent if and only if <I>(R) = <I>(P').
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On Local Moves for Links of Genus Zero, II 5

Proof. (1) First we consider the case that f. is 2-component. 
叫') = 0, k1 � 灼andk� � 的and so <I>(R) = <I>(£') = 0. 

The converse is easily obtained by Theorem 2.5. 
Next we consider the case that R. is 3-component. If R. is proper, f.'is also 

proper and叫） ＝ゃ(£') = 0. Hence if f. and f.'are self tt-equivalent, <I>(f.) = 
叫＝叫') = <I> (f.'). If f. is not proper, one of Lがnk(k.;.,R. -kふ1 :S'i

・
:S 3,

for example £,i:nk(k1 , f. -k1 ), is odd. So one of Link(k1 , k砂orLink(k1 , 島）say 
L'i.nk(kぃ灼），is even. Then £、2 =析U朽is proper and related to k3. Hence 
叫2 ) =ゃ（島）and so (/J伍）= <I>(f.). 

For a sublink的= k�U k; of f_' corresponding to伍，we also obtain that 
叫り= cp(kも）and q;(灼）= <I> (f.'). 

If£and f.'are self tt- equivalent, £、2and的are also self tt-equivalent and hence 

we obtain that <I>(f.) = 0(R.2 ) = 0(的）= <I>(£'). 
Since a□ -move is an unknotting operation of knots,[21, the converse is obtained 

by Theorem 2.5. 
(2 ) Secondly we consider the case that£is 4-component. 
If <I>(f.) =<I>(£'),£and f.'are self tt-equivalent by Lemma 2.2 and Theorem 2.5. 
Next suppose that R and f.'are self tt-equivalent. 
First we consider the case ( a ). As each伍is not proper, any 3-component 

link f.3 of f. is proper and鯰off.'corresponding to伍is also proper. Since f.3 and 
t�3 are self tt-equivalent and g(£) = g(f.') = 0, <I>(f.) = 0(£3 ) = 0(唸）= <I>(f.') by 
Lemma 2.2(1 ) and the proof of Theorem 2.5. 

Secondly we consider the case ( b ). If£is proper, then州）＝叫') = 0 and as 
P.. f.'are self tt-equivalent, we obtain that <I>(£) = 0(£) = 0(£') = <I>(f.'). If there is a 
:3 -component sublink /!.3 of£which is proper, then a link伶of f.'corresponding to 

£3 is also proper and as they are self tt-equivalent, we obtain that <I>(£) = <I>(f.') by 
the discussion of ( a ). Therefore we assume that P and any :3-component sub link 
£.;(= f. -k.i, i = 1, 2.:3, 4 )  of £ are not proper. Since f. is not proper, there is 
an integer i., for example i. = 1, such that Dink(k1, fi -い) is odd and so one 
of Link(k1, 朽）is odd for j = 2, :3, 4, for example Link (k1, 灼） is odd. Now we 
consider the following 2 steps. 

Since g(£) = 

Step l. L'i.nk (柘，島）is odd. 
Since Link(柘，f_ -朽）is odd, L'i.nk(k1 , 似）is also odd. Hence asら ，£3 , and 

らare not proper, Link (k、2,島），Link(kぁ似）and Link(k:3, 似）are even. Then£1 
is proper which contradicts to thatムis not proper. 

Step 2. Link(k1 , 島）is even. 
Since Dink(k1 , Rー柏）is odd, Di.nk(k1 , 似）is even. Hence asらis not proper, 

Dink(k3 , k4 ) is odd and so as £1 is not proper, Link(k、2, 灼）or Dink(k2 , 似）is 
even, for example Di.nk(k2, 似）is even. Therefore both柘U k3 and朽U机are
proper and related, c.p(k1 U島）= c.p(k、2 U似）and so 
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6 Tetsuo SHIBUYA 

cp(k 1 U k3)三= cp(k1 U k3) - cp(ki) - cp(k3)三= cp(k2 U kり一cp(k 1 )一cp(和）三
孤朽U似）一<I>(R) (mod 2). 

By applying the same discussion to f_', we obtain that.

<p(k�Uk;)三三 <p(k; U k�) - <I>(R') (mod 2). 

Since k 1 U k3 and k2 U k4 are self�-equivalent to ki Uk; and k; Uk�respectively, 
we obtain that <I>(f) = <I>(f') by Lemma 2.2(1). 

3 Special case: Links as the boundaries of mu

tually disjoint annuli. 

In this section, we consider the self�- and self pass -equivalence for links of genus 
0 as the boundaries of m utually disjoint annuli . Namely let A = A 1 U . . .  U An 

and A'= A; U ... U A�be unions of mutually disjoint annuli A 、i.,A 、: with 8A.; = 
k.i U K-i., oA�=糾UK.; for 、i = 1, …, n. Denote aA, 8A'by f, f.'and U7�1 k-i, u��l k; 
by , LL' respectively.

Theorem 3.1. With the above notation, ass·ume that P. and f.'are homotop1.c. 
Then f and f.'are self�(or·self pass)-equivalent if and only if L and L'are self 

�(or self pass) -equivalent . 

Proof. The necessity is obvious . To prove the sufficiency, it is enough to do 
that, for any sublinks fr of f. and£�of f.'corresponding to fr which are proper, 

0(fr ) = cp(f�.) (resp. cp(Rr ) = cp(f.�.)) by Lemma 2.2(1) (resp. 2.2(2)). The above 
is obtained by the same discussion to that of proof of Lemma 4 in [5]. 

Remark 3.2. Under the conditions of Theorem 3.1: it is unnecessary that 
the condition such that f is purely proper in Theorem 2.3. 

The definition of self△ -equivalence, see [3L[5],[6]. 

Corollary 3.3. Let f. f.' L and L'l Je those of Theorem :3.1. 1f L and L'are 
self△ -equivalent, then f. and f'are self�-eq直ualent.

Proof. Since Land L'are self△ -equivalent, we obtain that f. and f.'are quasi 
self △ -equivalent by the deformations in Fig. :3 in [5] and hence f. and f' are 
hornotopic by [3]. Moreover if Land L'are self△ -equivalent, we easily see that, 
for any sublink£of Land that of L'corresponding to£which are proper, their 
reduced Arf invariants coincide and so L and L'are self�-equivalent . 
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Therefore£and£' are self� -equivalent by Theorem :3.1. 

Corollary 3.3· 1s an extent1on of Lemma 4 in [5). 

It is well-known that two 2-component links are homotopic if and only if their 
linking numbers coincide, [l]. Therefore we obtain the following by Lemma 2.2(1) 
and Theorem 3.1. 

Corollary 3.4. Let n → --�m Theorem 3.1 ands= Link k k、

(1) ff sis odd
)£ £' 

(1, 2) 
, are se�f�-eq'llivalent. 

(2) rt s is even, then£and£' are�-eq'Uがualentif and onlリが(p(L) = (p(L').
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